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QUESTION: 71
What is a Lifecycle Project in CLM?

A. a system representation of a software project
B. a continuous process of managing the life of an application
C. a set of project areas configured to enable cross-application traceability
D. a special project deployed on the server to provide the online help

Answer: C

QUESTION: 72
Which important CLM themes are covered by the "Money that Matters" scenario?

A. Realizing Use Cases and Transforming Diagrams to Code
B. Aligning Release Plans and Automated Traceability Links
C. Functional Test Plans and Automated Functional Testing
D. Deployment Planning and Source Code Reviews

Answer: B

QUESTION: 73
During the development and test phase of a project, the team's process requires that the
architect make a check of all changes made for a defect to ensure that the work is inline with the solution design principals. Using the work items feature available with
CLM, which three steps would assist in making this possible? (Choose three.)

A. define a role of "Architect" and assign it to the appropriate users
B. for the relevant transition in the work item lifecycle, add a precondition for a
"Required approval" by the architect
C. create a work item template containing the values that are applied when an architect
has reviewed a work item
D. add a new state for the work item called "Requiring Architecture Approval", where
the lifecycle will pause until the architect approves
E. insert a new Boolean field in all work items to indicate whether or not the work
item has been checked by an architect

Answer: A, B, D
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QUESTION: 74
A server license must be purchased for which CLM product?

A. Rational Requirements Composer
B. Rational Team Concert
C. Rational Quality Manager
D. None of the CLM products require customers to purchase a server license.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 75
In addition to being logged in to the Application Administration page, which
requirement must be met for an administrator to add users who are already in the
repository to a project area or a team area?

A. be a member of the JazzProject Admins or JazzAdmins groups
B. be a member of the Windows Administrator group
C. be a member of only the JazzProject group
D. be a member of only the JazzProjectAdmins group

Answer: A
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